Every society has its own cultural elements. Communication styles of society are shaped by culture and vary greatly from culture to culture. Nevertheless, communication between similar societies is much easier and positive. In the process of intercultural communication, people may be in fear of interpreting in different ways to the behavior of people unlike their communities and in this regard it may be communication problems between communities. Today, with globalization through the size that international migration has gained, more people who have been raised in different cultures are living together. The international migration brings cultural adaptation problems which occur together with interaction of people from different cultures. Agreement of communities in different cultures and communicating correctly is important for solving this problem.

This research was carried on identification of problems arising from cultural differences and offering solutions for refugee students' in the Z generation in Isparta Gürkan Imam Hatip High School. Although different authors have made varied definition about the classification of generation in the literature, Z generation covers born after 2000 in general. There are 243 students in Isparta Gürkan Imam Hatip High School. In eight of these students are refugee students. As part of this research reached to all refugee students. Beforehand questions are determined in the framework issues through focus group discussions and the data were evaluated in accordance with the opinion of the participants. The study aims to identify the problems of cultural communication for refugee student in the Z generation, to propose solutions and in this regard cultural empathy is improved. Some of the problems experienced in intercultural communication of the participants are: have a prejudice about others, lack of tolerance, lack of respect for other cultures, perception issues, wants to continues the ban on their culture, have different appealing style, misunderstanding by difference as gender age race religion, against being unable to communicate with the opposite gender, problems about expressing themselves and understanding others, the meaning of the word chaos, cultural values, belief, language, religion, symbols, words meanings, customs, traditions, ideas, behaviors, norms, social structure, social activities are different and social adaptation problems.

Some of the proposal for the development of intercultural communication are: the development of cultural empathy, flexibility, to have knowledge about Turkish culture and other cultures, helping to ensure cultural adaptation, respect towards other cultures, to be tolerant and positive, merged of different cultures through teamwork, the creation of cultural synergy, the development of new and creative ideas. The findings of research will be useful for identifying and resolving intercultural communication problems of refugee students in Z generation. It is expected that creating cultural synergy by intercultural differences and ensuring cultural empathy will contribute to development of social culture.